Wolfram Research's Mathematica Signals and System Pack is a comprehensive set of signal processing tools that combines innovative symbolic functions with numeric and graphic capabilities not usually found in today's engineering software. With symbolic capabilities suitable for uses ranging from expressing and modifying signals of infinite extent to performing operations on nonseparable multidimensional signals, engineers have greater flexibility in the kind of analysis they can perform. The Signals and Systems Pack is written in the Mathematica language, with source code included, and is completely open and extensible. Its functions can be modified to meet the user's specific needs. With an easy-touse notebook interface, Mathematica's on-line notebooks are interactive and allow users to enter signal processing expressions as they would by hand, also making the Pack a tutorial system for beginning students or professionals. 
PMC-Compliant VME Board
The ADV6 SHARC VME64 Master Board is Spectrum Signal Processing's first Analog Devices SHARC DSP board designed to take advantage of the PCI Mezzanine Card (PMC) industry standard. This single-slot 6U VME board is capable of 720 MFLOPS peak performance. It incorporates an onboard PCI64 bus capable of peak transfer rates of 264 MBytes/s that interconnects two IEEE P1386-compliant PMC sites with the VME64 bus and six Analog Devices ADSP2 106x SHARC DSPs. Each ADSP2106x can perform at 120 MFLOPS and includes up to 4 Mbits of on-chip, dual-port SRAM that allows the core processor and U0 processor to operate independently. ADSP2106x link ports provide interprocessor connections at 40 MBytes/s. Each ADSP2106x has a link port routed to its four closest processors, four links routed to the front panel SHARCNETTM connector, two to the VME P2 connector, and one last link port connected and buffered to the VME P2. Users can tailor the board to their specific I/O requirements by interconnecting the front panel or VME P2 link ports between any ADVx family VME board. 
PC-based CCD Camera
Wintriss Engineering's PC-based OP-SIS 3 1 OOA CCD camera features asynchronous image capture, electronic shutter rates exceeding 1/30,000 second, and a trigger output for external strobing. Originally designed for measuring in-flight dynamics of golf balls, the OPSIS 3 lOOA uses a 648 x 484 pixel array operating at a minimum of 60 full frame& The 3100A digitizes video 8 or 10 bitdpixel on-camera and transmits this data using the Cypress HOTLink protocol at 3330 Mbits/s for image processing. Two HOTLink-compatible processing boards are available: A PCIbased board offering a full-rate video capture capability using bus master DMA; and for higher-end applications, a dual-channel board providing P G A pipeline processing at 33 MHz on the front end coupled with two Texas Instruments 40 MHz TMS32OC3Os at the back end. Custom machine vision solutions using the OPSIS 3100A in single or multiple camera configurations are currently being developed. 
C32 Em U lat o r /Ta rg et System
The Mountain-32 ISA board from White Mountain DSP is an emulatodtarget system based on the Texas Instruments TMS320C32 DSP. De- Reader Service Number 6 signed for developers using the TMS320C32, the Mountain-32 offers a flexible approach to hardware and software development that can help promote faster time-to-market for high-volume, low-cost floating-point systems. The PC-AT compatible Mountain-32 features a 50 MHz C32 for evaluation of algorithms; two separately configurable 5 12K banks of zerowait -state SRAM; external access to on-c,ard C32 serial ports, interrupts, and timers; remote 3V/5V emulator pod with a one-meter cable; and DOS and Windows TI C Source Debugger. 
PCI Bus Data Acquisition Board
Data Translation's DT3004 PCI-EZ data acquisition board for the PCI bus provides fast, precise data acquisition, featuring 16-bit A/D resolution and full compliance with the Microsoft@ Winstandard for easy installation. The DT31004 allows users to take advantage of PCI bus performance benefits such as faster data movement to memory and display, autoconfiguration, and processor independence. The on-board TMSi32OC52 DSP handles the transfer of data to/from the dual-port RAM, where it is accessed by the host. The processor-independent, 4096 x 16 dualport RAM serves as the interface between the C52 and the PCI bus. This arrangement allows the host to perform burst accesses at 22 megabyteds of the sampled data stored on the board in the dual-port RAM. 
